
Leighway returned to the top of the Ladies Premier after they made it two wins from two with 
a 5-1 victory over Westcliff. Despite the scoreline, three of six rubbers went to three games. 
Viv Gillard and Wanitchaya Bolton both won all three rubbers. Nicola Waller and Jade 
Timms secured the point for Westcliff who remain in fourth place. 
 
There were two matches in the Ladies First division and Phoenix Flames moved to within a 
point of the title after they drew 3-3 against second placed Westcliff Seconds. Three of the 
six rubbers went to three games as Tracey Carey and Sara Thompson won two rubbers 
each for Phoenix. Andrea Lloyd and Victoria Burley repeated the feat for the opposition. 
 
Eastwood Seconds remain in promotion contention after they won 4-2 against B & BP. Dawn 
Muggleton won all three rubbers for the home side with Lorene Roberts and Debbie Moon 
getting the other. Emma Clark helped the visitors to their two points as they move six points 
clear of bottom placed SLH Rayleigh. 
 
In the Men’s First division, Westcliff Seconds edged past Fitzwimarc Seconds 5-4 as five of 
the nine rubbers went to three. Lewis Barr and Russell Blunt won all three of their rubbers 
while Mark King and David Clark and Matthew Tonge and Tom Kirby picked up a win each 
to secure the win. Martin Everitt and Patrick Baker bagged a brace for Fitz with Harris Foster 
and Matthew Smith and Jay Crewe and Peter Smith getting a rubber each.  
 
Title chasing Eastwood Seconds and Phoenix Flames both won 6-3 in the Men’s Second 
division. Eastwood beat Fitzwimarc Thirds as John Kindred and Adrian Watling and Pete 
Brumwell and Dom Moon both secured a hat-trick for the away side. Adam Peters and Craig 
Walsingham, Ben Bradford and James Williams and Adam Reader and Mike Vardy all 
picked up a point. 
 
Phoenix triumphed over David Lloyd with Tim Baskett and Peter Lewin and Tom Cook and 
Danny Peach both picking up hat-tricks with the former not dropping a game. Andrew 
McMahon and Rohan Subasinghe, Yu Wang and Brodie Beaven and John Hodges and 
Colin Campbell all won a rubber each. 
 
Finally, Hawkwell moved off the bottom of the Mixed Second division with a 6-3 triumph at 
home to Highlands. Keith Wood and Farnaz Siddiq, Andrew Strutt and Caroline Trace and 
Matt Smyth and Sue Mills all won a brace each. Tim Rainbow and Marine Gare won a hat-
trick for Highlands but they slip to the foot of the table.  
 
Player of the week - Marina Gare  
Team of the week - Westcliff Seconds (Ladies 1) 
 

 
 


